
LIFT-UP DOOR MECHANISM







By combining minimalist perspectives with SAMET’s high 
technology, world-renowned designers Defne Koz and Marco 
Susani, created the perfect functionality and sophisticated 
design for furniture. SAMET Monolift and Duolift, Lift-Up 
Door Mechanisms, have been designed to occupy minimal 
space while providing the most elegant look.

Designs by 
Defne Koz & Marco Susani...
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On special request from SAMET, Defne Koz and Marco 
Susani developed MonoLift and DuoLift Lift-Up Door 
Mechanism that produces striking and aesthetical e�ects on 
furniture in two di�erent colors, white and gray. This design 
was developed to present a delicate design to touch the hearts 
of users.

Design
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Silent, slow and perfect

With the help of the gradual opening mechanism, SAMET 
MonoLift and DuoLift Lift-Up Door Mechanism provides the 
opportunity to place furniture doors, especially high cabinets, 
at the intended point. In addition, with an anti-collision, soft 
close mechanism, it improves comfort of use.

Safety and Comfort 
Combined 
SAMET MonoLift and DuoLift Lift-Up Door 
Mechanism always gives priority to user safety 
by preventing fast and sharp movements while 
opening and closing. It ensures a high level of 
safety with the interim hinge system design to 
stop finger crushing.. 

Safety
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MonoLift Lifting Door Systems
Adopting elegant and sophisticated design perspective, Defne Koz and Marco Susani developed 
MonoLift Lifting Door Systems to provide furniture style and user comfort. The Monolift 
mechanism, designed in such a way as to occupy minimum space, that ensures functional 
perfection in all areas.

Easy Installation 
O�ering adjustability for weight and size during installation, 
SAMET Monolift Lifting Door Systems reach the balance the 
furniture needs as well as provide comfortable usage.
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DuoLift Lifting Door Systems 
DuoLift Lifting Door Systems, a combination of the design experience of Defne Koz and Marco 
Susani and SAMET's technology, have been specially designed for double door mechanisms. 

DuoLift Lifting Door Systems have been developed through innovative solutions enabling 
much more comfortable use of furniture. Duolift prevents small accidents, such as trapped 
fingers, with the help of  SAMET's high technology. 
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